Erasmus Let Me Be Your Tour
Guide.
Iceland

Overview
Day 1:
We got to the airport at 8:45am and met up
with Ms.Keating and Mr.Donnelly. Our Flight
was at 12:30pm but it was delayed and it took
of at 1:00pm. We arrived at 2:30pm (3:30pm
Irish time). We got a taxi to Reykjavik and
checked into our hostel. It was a nice place to
stay in. We got subway for lunch and spent
€120 on 6 subs! We visited some of their most
famous landmarks e.g. Rainbow road and
Hallgrímskirkja. We walked around the city to
get to know the place. We went to a local
restaurant for dinner. Then we went back to
the hostel to go asleep.

Overview
Day 2:
We met the rest of the Erasmus group outside
of the hostel. We did the walking trip with the
school and went to an art museum. We got the
bus to vikurskóli (Icelandic school) for lunch.
Their principal welcomed and introduced their
students to us and we introduced ourselves to
them with a PowerPoint. We got to know each
other with icebreakers. We socialised with the
other students in their gaming room. We got a
bus back to the city and then we got ice cream
during our free time. Then we went asleep.

Overview
Day 3:
We had a eventful day 3. For Erasmus, We
went to the Seljalandsfoss waterfall, Gljúfrabuí
waterfall, Solheimajókull, Black sand beach,
Skogafoss waterfall on a 7 hour trip. Later that
day we had pizza and looked around the little
shopping centre. The day ended with us going
swimming in the local swimming pool.

Overview
Day 4:
We met at the local bus stop to get up to
vikurskóli. We did a workshop based of sounds
of the country. We got lunch in their
canteen(Chicken curry). We also went to a
geothermal swimming pool in Reykjavik. Then
went shopping around the local area in
Reykjavik. We also went to this ice bar called
Magic Ice it was super fun and it had ice
sculptures.

Overview
Day 5:
On Day 5, We went to the open air
museum(Arbaer). Afterwards we went to a pet
zoo and we had hotdogs for lunch in the zoo.
We had some free time until we went back to
Vikurskóli for one last time for a farewell
dinner party. We were showcasing the media
content that we had got over the few days.
We also got certificates for the project.

Overview
Day 6:
On Day 6, We got a private coach to go on a
day trip around the Golden Circle. we went
to the Thingvellir National Park, Then we
went to Fredheimar tomato greenhouse for
lunch. Then we went to the Gullfoss
waterfall. We also went to Geyser
Geothermal area and a Farm. In the evening
time we went to the Laugarvatn Fontana
Spa.

Overview
Day 7:
on day 7, Most of the Erasmus students went
to the airport, and for some others we stayed
and went to the blue lagoon and it was the
main highlight of our trip since it is the main
attraction of Iceland.

